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options



Meal delivery 
Sunbasket
Sunbasket's meal delivery focuses on high-quality and
mostly organic ingredients, meats, fish and produce, with
meals that were designed specifically for various diets and
dietary restrictions. Sunbasket meals are said to be well-
balanced and include options that cater to low-carb, gluten-
free, vegan, vegetarian, pescatarian, keto, paleo meals and
Mediterranean diets.
Cooking & preparing meals is required
 Each serving runs about $12, but varies depending on how
often you have meals delivered. Three dishes per week (six
total servings) will run about $72

Green Chef
Green Chef is a mostly organic meal-kit delivery service that
will tailor your plan to maintain a paleo, keto, vegetarian
(plant-powered) or just a steady balanced diet.
 Roughly 90% of the fresh ingredients included in Green
Chef's meal kits are certified organic and its meats are
sustainably fished, farmed and raised without hormones or
antibiotics.
Cooking & preparing meals is required
Green Chef's organic offerings start at $12 a meal and allow
you to customize or skip weeks when traveling.



Blue Apron
Blue Apron offers customers roughly eight to 12 delicious
meals to choose from per week including more than one
vegetarian recipe option
They claim to focus on high quality ingredients, however,
their website states not all ingredients are organic and
farmers may use antibiotics if they feel it necessary for their
animals. All food is GMO free.
Cooking and preparing meals is required
Price per serving ranges from $7.49 and up, with options to
prepare two to four recipes per week and two or four
servings per recipe

Hungryroot
Hungyroot is a meal delivery service where you can also
order groceries. You can tailor your weekly delivery to
include any mix of recipes (including all the ingredients you'll
need), grocery items, and snacks. The meals use organic,
nutrient-filled ingredients, and the recipes can be tailored to
your exact specifications.
Meal options can be specified to be gluten free, dairy free,
grain free, etc, but there is no guarantee of cross
contamination due to allergens being processed in the
facility where everything is prepared
$60 to $129 for weekly meal plans, plus $7 for shipping.



Pete's Paleo
Pete's Paleo is a 100% organic and paleo prepared meal
service that is completely free of gluten, soy & dairy. Meals
are chef prepared and only have to be heated back up
before eating. Meals are shipped out fresh, not frozen.
Menus are seasonal, and all ingredients are locally &
sustainably sourced. Each meal has no added preservatives
or sugars 
Depending on the meal plan you choose your price per meal
will change a bit, but most end up being somewhere around
$14 a meal. There's also the Pete's Paleo Lite plan, which has
smaller portions and cheaper meals. As with other meal-
delivery services, the more food you order at once the lower
the price per meal drop

Daily Harvest
Daily Harvest focuses on pre-prepared frozen meals,
including smoothies, soups, plant-based ice creams, lattes,
harvest bowls, flatbreads and more. Daily Harvest ensures
it’s always using the best produce by freezing organic fruits
and veggies in large quantities when they’re in season
The food is easy to prepare, often requiring little more than
adding your liquid of choice and blending or heating, and
last a lot longer than your average meal kit, since they’re
made to be enjoyed from the freezer, but all food is plant
based & vegan
$7 to $8 per cup for weekly plans, or $7 per cup for monthly
plans.

https://www.petespaleo.com/collections/all/products/petes-paleo-lite?rfsn=6319704.6f80d7&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=6319704.6f80d7&cn-___COM_CLICK_ID___-dtp


Online
marketplaces

Thrive Market
Thrive Market is a membership based online market filled
with organic meats, pantry items, health & beauty items,
cleaning supplies, wine and so much more. Everything that is
sold on Thrive Market has to meet quality standards put in
place, and items are categorized into categories such as
Whole 30, AIP, Paleo, Organic, Vegan, etc
 Thrive Membership costs $5/month and can be cancelled at
any time. If you refer others to Thrive Market and they sign
up with your link, you can receive $25.00 of an order.

Vitacost
Vitacost is an online marketplace to buy discount vitamins,
supplements, health foods, beauty products & more. The
website is categorized into Beauty & Personal care, Snacks,
Vitamins & Supplements, Breakfast foods, etc; making
shopping for items super easy. Items range in terms of
quality, and the level of standards for items on Vitacost is
significantly less than Thrive Market. While still safe to buy
from, it is more important to read the labels and ensure
what you are purchasing is good quality.
Vitacost is free to join. You will pay for the items you buy and
a small shipping fee on each order. Sales happen often on
Vitacost.com, so you can almost always buy items on this
website for 15-20% off with coupons.



Azure Standard
Azure Standard is a bulk buying coop offering high quality
organic food, natural beauty, nutritional supplements,
animal feed, organic gardening and so much more. It is open
to anyone to order and pick up is either through delivery to
your house or a local pick up site of your choice.
In order to get started you will create an account on the
Azure Standard website. You will select a local drop near
you, place your order, and be alerted when the delivery cut
off is close. When you meet the truck on delivery day, your
order is individually boxed with your name on it and ready
for you to take home.

Misfit Market
Misfit Market is a company dedicated to making affordable,
high quality food more accessible while simultaneously
breaking the cycle of food waste. Misfit market works
directly with farmers to rescue organic produce that might
otherwise go to waste, then deliver them straight to your
door. 
 Depending on your location, Misfit Market may or may not
be available to join. If there are deliveries in your local area,
you will choose a day of the week to have your produce box
delivered. About a week before your delivery, your ordering
window will open and you have 72 hours to choose which
produce and pantry items you want to add to your box.
Misfit Market is free to join and has a weekly minimum of
$35.00. In addition to this, a 5.95 flat fee is added to each
order for shipping.


